Enterprise Lab Services
The Challenge
To complete ceriicaions around FIPS 140-2, Common Criteria, and UC APL would require that product vendors engage
a NVLAP-accredited laboratory for tesing. There are over 100 labs for FIPS and Common Criteria from which to choose.
These labs operate in 20 or more countries. Addiionally, there are seven or more DoD Tesing Centers of Excellence across
the US. Choosing the right lab requires understanding the lab’s competence and capabiliies, operaional sphere (countries
and schemes in which they operate), inancial viability, and risk proile (to ensure lab long-term longevity).
Understanding these and potenial perils can be dauning; a successful validaion requires the right long-term lab partner
who can work seamlessly with the product vendor. Ceriicaions fail or take years to complete when vendors do not have
the right lab partner. So, over ime, many of our clients have asked us for an enterprise soluion to this nagging problem.

The Corsec Soluion

Beneits

Corsec has designed our Enterprise Lab Services soluion to miigate the
risk of lab selecion and the headache of working with labs. This service
is government- and scheme-agnosic, and ofers customers access to a
host of veted labs globally through the Corsec Lab Provider Network.
Some planning beneits include:

By engaging Corsec’s Enterprise Lab Services, customers eliminate
the management, headache, and risk of mistakes oten associated
with direct engagement of laboratory services. If necessary, Corsec
can arrange to distribute a client’s ceriicaion work across muliple
laboratories, countries, and schemes. Other beneits of Enterprise
Lab Services include:

• Selecing the appropriate Scheme/country where products should
be evaluated
• Matching customer requirements (ITAR, etc.) with laboratories
suitable to handle these requirements
• Helping customers understand the pros and cons of diferent opions,
and providing a path forward

By engaging Corsec’s Enterprise Lab
Services, customers eliminate the
management, headache and risk of
mistakes often associated with direct
engagement of laboratory services.

• The client’s validaion process moves along quickly, unimpeded by
botlenecks that can result from working with an overbooked lab
• Corsec’s inluence within our Lab Provider Network helps create
irst-priority resource assignment
• Customers avoid the complexiies of quotaion, contracing, charge
or scope creep, and lab interacion
• Customers can leverage Corsec’s Staged Release Tesing (SRTSM)
service, which allows laboratory tesing against requirements to
commence well before the general availability (GA) version of a product
is inalized, increasing chances that potenial issues are ideniied and
corrected, and reducing the risk of failing the tesing process
Corsec even assumes the risk of tesing coninuity. If disaster prevents
a laboratory from compleing the ceriicaion process, we will pay to
engage a second lab to make up for lost ime and inish the work.

Why Corsec?
Corsec is the global leader in
providing access to new markets
via IT security validations. With
the largest staf of experts in the
industry and a comprehensive
solution that spans consulting,
documentation, testing,
enterprise lab services, and
strategic product roadmap
planning, Corsec has secured
more than 350 FIPS 140-2,
Common Criteria and UC APL
certiications for hundreds of
organizations on ive continents
over the last 15 years.
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